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Luxembourg, a prime domicile
for hedge funds
The Luxembourg
Alternative Fund
Industry...
1st Global investment
fund centre in Europe and
world fastest growing
alternative domicile

1

fiscal stability has attracted
hedge fund managers from all
over the world. As of June 2015
15.6% of global alternative
investment funds and 45%
of alternative UCITS were
domiciled in Luxembourg.

With more than 14,000 funds
and about USD 3,700 bn of
assets under management as at
the end of 2015, Luxembourg is
the second largest investment
fund centre in the world after
the United States and the fastest
growing alternative investment
funds domicile.

Fanny Sergent, PwC Luxembourg
Hedge Fund Leader, January
2016

The legal and regulatory
framework that has been
created over the years,
combined with Luxembourg’s
longstanding economic and
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Why Luxembourg?

Over the past 5 years, Luxembourg posted the largest growth in
worldwide share of hedge funds, increasing from 6% of the global
market in 2011 to 15.6% in June 2015.
During the same period, the share of main offshore centres
decreased by 12.4% while the market share of main European
centres increased by 14.4%.
Luxembourg has not only designed fund products tailored to the
specific needs of all types of investors, but also provides a legal and
business infrastructure which is able to support any investment
strategy.
The majority of hedge funds set up in Luxembourg are structured
as Specialised Investment Funds (SIFs). The introduction in 2013 of
the Limited Partnership structure – which is very similar to the LP
model in the United States – has been welcomed by the market and
demonstrates Luxembourg’s willingness to support innovation in the
hedge fund industry.

Breakdown of hedge funds and funds of hedge funds by legal
status
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The success of
Luxembourg is grounded
in the following factors:
• Country rating - AAA
with the 3 main rating
agencies
• Political and tax stability
• Readiness of the local
regulator to engage in
dialogue
• Easy access to key
authorities and quick
decision-making process
• Highly skilled and
multilingual workforce
• Central location at the
heart of Europe
• Wide range of attractive
fund vehicles
• Sophisticated hedge
funds service providers
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Alternative UCITS by domicile in number of sub-funds
Other countries
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Luxembourg remains
the leading European
sophisticated specialised
funds domicile in Europe
both in terms of number
of funds and assets under
management.
Over the past few years,
we have observed a certain
convergence between
traditional hedge fund
products and UCITS.
Alternative UCITS are a good
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example of such convergence.
They are very attractive to
hedge fund managers as
they offer the opportunity to
set-up an alternative product
under a UCITS framework
and to access the broad
range of UCITS countries of
distribution across the globe.
As of December 2015, 46% of
alternative UCITS in terms of
sub-funds were domiciled in
Luxembourg.
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Why PwC for hedge funds?
A global presence
• 100% dedicated Asset
Management group, over
12,700 people worldwide
• 70% of the Hedge Fund
Intelligence Top 100
Hedge Funds worldwide
are serviced by PwC
• 49% of the Hedge Fund
Intelligence Top 100
Hedge Funds worldwide
are audited by PwC
• 72% of the European
Top 50 hedge fund
managers are serviced
by PwC
• 42% of the European
Top 50 hedge fund
managers are audited
by PwC

A snapshot of our unique experience in Asset
Management
Luxembourg: Audit market shares
Others
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EY
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PwC
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20%

Source: Monterey, data as at 31 Dec 2014

A local leadership
• 100% dedicated Asset
Management group,
over 1,200 people in
Luxembourg
• 80% of the Top 10
global asset managers
are audited by PwC
Luxembourg

• 80% of the top 10
alternative UCITS
are serviced by PwC
Luxembourg
• 70% of the Top 10
alternative UCITS
promoters are audited by
PwC Luxembourg
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We know from experience what
matters to you
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How can PwC assist you when facing these
challenges?
Regulatory & Compliance Services
Recognising that today’s environment imposes on asset management players new and
exceedingly complicated regulatory requirements, our Regulatory & Compliance experts
provide services helping you to meet these requirements, notably (i) Advice on best
organisational set-up, (ii) Licensing and incorporation, (iii) Asset management compliance
support, (iv) Business transformation and (v) Change management support (including
compliance diagnostics, gap analysis upon regulatory change and implementation
of compliant solutions). In summary, our experts help asset management players to
successfully transform regulatory constraints into new opportunities and distinctive business
strategies.
Corporate Governance
In today’s increasingly regulated environment, organisations are required to develop and
maintain effective governance frameworks to assist them in meeting an array of legal
and regulatory obligations. Recent surveys indicate that understanding and effectively
implementing these requirements continue to be a key challenge for a majority of
organisations. PwC is the preeminent leader in the provision of innovative and practical
governance services and thought leadership in Luxembourg. We have extensive experience
in helping organisations across a range of industries in designing, building and assessing the
appropriate culture, processes, controls and tools for effective governance.
Controls Reports & Third Party Assurance
Clients or other interested parties (i.e. «third parties») that rely on others (be it as a
customer, service provider or a link in a supply chain) need a robust way of demonstrating
that the risks associated with the provision of the service are identified, controlled,
measured and managed in a reliable and cost efficient manner. PwC can provide required
independent assurances to another party.
Redomiciliation/on-shoring
Our experts can assist in the form of ad hoc advice or analyses and supervise the
restructuring of your Fund including all related advisory and tax services (operation model,
definition, business, regulatory and tax analysis, project management, operational support,
contribution in kind, etc.)

Hedge Funds Luxembourg
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AIFMD Reporting
AIFMD brings news challenges which require a new set of compliance activities, i.e. creating
an automated process in a secured IT environment, generating reports with high quality
standards, tracking the local requirements of each regulator, retrieving raw data sources
in a few clicks in case of ESMA audits. PwC reporting services cover the whole value chain
in an integrated way from the review of the in-flow data to the filing of the reports to the
regulators. We generate, review and file the required AIFMD reports within deadlines,
meeting ESMA and local requirements and following strong control processes at each step of
the value chain.
Statutory & Contractual Audits
We provide assurance services to hedge funds that must submit to an independent
audit to comply with statutory or regulatory requirements. Our statutory audit
provides assurance on the truth and fairness of an organisation’s financial information;
recommendation on controls and processing system weaknesses; confirmation of
accounting treatments with respect to complex transactions; and specifically addresses
any other regulatory reporting requirements.
Tax structuring
With extensive experience in the Hedge Funds industry, our tax professionals are committed
to supporting you with sound tax structuring guidance to mitigate the international tax risks
associated with operational structures as well as with the acquisition, holding and disposal
of all types of investments. Our tax professionals, supported by our unique network, have
expertise in all taxes impacting the hedge funds and their managers such as income tax,
corporate income tax, withholding tax, transfer tax and VAT.
Global Fund Distribution for AIF
International fund distribution can generate significant business opportunities for those
that can design, execute and maintain an efficient long term strategy. However, the
cross-border fund distribution landscape is full of challenges to be overcome and pitfalls
to be avoided. You need to be aware of the regulatory constraints, tax reporting rules
and a myriad of local market requirements and specificities - all making international
distribution very complex. With a large team of experts in cross-border fund distribution,
PwC has the experience and knowledge to guide you through these distribution
challenges.
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EMIR
EMIR aims to increase transparency and reduce counterparty default risks in the OTC market.
It is reshaping the OTC market, enhancing market practices with new requirements on (i) risk
mitigation techniques (ii) central clearing and (iii) reporting to trade repositories. All these
new elements create new operational challenges for market players. You need to be aware
of the regulatory framework and reporting rules and you need to upgrade your operating
model to (i) ensure proper reporting to trade repositories (ii) ensure proper application of risk
mitigation techniques and to (iii) enable you to meet future collateral exchange and central
clearing obligations. With a large team of experts, PwC has the expertise and the knowledge
to help you upgrade your organisation to face the challenges posed by the new derivative
world.
Transfer pricing
Our leading transfer pricing team in Luxembourg can help you review the functional and
risk profile of your organisation to ensure that any intra-group transaction complies with
Luxembourg laws as well as the OECD transfer pricing principles. Our transfer pricing team
has extensive experience in helping hedge fund managers set up tax-efficient structures
which are in line with the arm’s length principle which are supported by proper transfer
pricing documentation. Our transfer pricing team can also assist you in obtaining an advance
pricing agreement from the Luxembourg tax authorities to secure the profit allocation to the
Luxembourg entities.
FATCA
Our FATCA-dedicated team has technical as well as practical expertise regarding the impact
and implementation of FATCA, in the fund industry in particular. Our team, together with
our international network of FATCA experts, is available to help you on this subject, be it on
specific non-recurring questions, or in the implementation of the various aspects of FATCA
to your business. Our tax professionals can support you in different areas, from providing
training and workshops to directly assisting in specific areas, such as analysis of legal entities
and investor classification.
Operations & Risk Management
Risk management is not a new topic for hedge funds. However, through the various changes
affecting the regulatory environment (i.e. UCITS IV, AIFMD), risk management needs to
be more formalised, independent and include a set of measures required to meet reporting
requirements. In this context, with our team of dedicated experts, we offer a range of services
to support the hedge fund industry. Our services range from providing advice in order to
support our clients in meeting best practices and regulator expectations to providing financial
risk measures through dedicated tools: e.g. liquidity risk, market risk (VaR, commitment,
stress tests etc.), CS01/DV01/net equity delta, Fof due diligence framework.
Hedge Funds Luxembourg
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Our hedge fund leadership team

Audit

Regulatory &
Compliance
Services

Fanny Sergent
Audit Partner
+352 49 48 48 2478
fanny.sergent@lu.pwc.com

Michael Delano
Audit Partner
+352 49 48 48 2109
michael.delano@lu.pwc.com

Bertrand Jaboulay
Audit Partner
+352 49 48 48 2198
bertrand.jaboulay@lu.pwc.com

Régis Malcourant
Audit Partner
+352 49 48 48 2230
regis.malcourant@lu.pwc.com

Geoffroy Marcassoli
Audit Senior Manager
+352 49 48 48 5410
g.marcassoli@lu.pwc.com

Pierre-Yves Thomas
Audit Manager
+352 49 48 48 5488
pierre-yves.thomas@lu.pwc.com
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Report &
Third Party
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Contractual
Audits

Advisory

Regulatory
Redomiciliation
& Compliance
on-shoring
Services

AIFMD
Reporting

Global Fund
Distribution
for AIF

EMIR

FATCA

Operations
Corporate
& Risk
Governance
Management

Xavier Balthazar
Regulatory Partner
+352 49 48 48 3299
xavier.balthazar@lu.pwc.com

Olivier Carré
Regulatory Partner
+352 49 48 48 4174
olivier.carre@lu.pwc.com

Robert James Glover
Global Fund Distribution Partner
+ 352 49 48 48 4457
robert.james.glover@lu.pwc.com

Benjamin Gauthier
Risk Management Director
+352 49 48 48 4137
b.gauthier@lu.pwc.com

Pierre-Yves Jahan
Global Fund Distribution Manager
+352 49 48 48 4210
pierre-yves.jahan@lu.pwc.com
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Tax
Begga Sigurdardottir
Tax Partner
+352 49 48 48 3194 / +1 646 471 5724
begga.sigurdardottir@lu.pwc.com
begga.sigurdardottir@us.pwc.com

Marc Rasch
Tax Partner
+352 49 48 48 3712
marc.rasch@lu.pwc.com

Kerstin Thinnes
Tax Partner
+352 49 48 48 3177
kerstin.thinnes@lu.pwc.com

Luc Petit
Tax Director
+352 49 48 48 3148
luc.petit@lu.pwc.com

Marc Meurant
Tax Senior Manager
+352 49 48 48 3348
marc.meurant@lu.pwc.com
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The PwC global network is the largest provider of professional services in the audit, tax and management
consultancy sectors. We are a network of independent firms based in 157 countries and employing over
208,000 people. Talk to us about your concerns and find out more by visiting us at www.pwc.com and www.
pwc.lu.
© 2016 PricewaterhouseCoopers, Société coopérative. All rights reserved.
In this document, “PwC” or «PwC Luxembourg» refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers, Société
coopérative which is a member firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited, each
member firm of which is a separate legal entity. PwC IL cannot be held liable in any way for the
acts or omissions of its member firms.

Follow us

PwC Luxembourg (www.pwc.lu) is the largest professional services firm in Luxembourg with 2,600 people employed from 58 different
countries. PwC Luxembourg provides audit, tax and advisory services including management consulting, transaction, financing and regulatory
advice. The firm provides advice to a wide variety of clients from local and middle market entrepreneurs to large multinational companies
operating from Luxembourg and the Greater Region. The firm helps its clients create the value they are looking for by contributing to the
smooth operation of the capital markets and providing advice through an industry-focused approach.

